


Our products’ designs are rooted in purpose and function. If a design solves a 

functional problem as simply and elegantly as possible, the resulting form will 

be honest and timeless.

Our Design Philosophy



Humanscale Seating Design 

Offering superior support and comfort, our chair 

designs feature simplicity of function.

Our signature weight-sensitive recline takes the 

thought out of sitting. Our chairs are intuitive 

and don’t require manual adjustments.



Unlike other chair manufacturers, our 

philosophy has remained consistent since 

Freedom was launched in 1999.

With every new chair introduction, we 

encourage freedom of movement, health 

and comfort.

Our Message



In addition to its ergonomic functionality, 

Diffrient Smart features a visually 

restrained design that does not 

overpower its surroundings and can 

seamlessly integrate into any designed 

environment.

Minimal, Linear Aesthetic 



Using innovative Form-Sensing 

Mesh Technology, Diffrient Smart’s 

custom lumbar support contours to 

the shape of every user’s body.

Perfect Support



Freedom of movement is more relevant than 

ever today.

People tend to sit in static (usually hunched 

forward) postures in their chairs because 

they don’t know how or can’t be bothered to 

adjust them.

Humanscale’s signature weight-sensitive 

recline adjusts Smart to the body weight of 

each sitter for perfect recline support.

Changing the way people sit



• Most manufacturers design chairs with armrests that connect to the seat.

• When the user leans back, the armrests stay with the seat and the user has 

no arm support in the reclined position.

Problems with Arms that 

Attach to the Seat



• On our chairs, armrests are attached to the chair’s back.

• This means users now have arm support when they recline in their chairs.

Arm Support for All Postures



To maximize the range of motion, Diffrient Smart can be equipped with 

optional 4D, high-performance armrests that move inward, outward, forward 

and backward.

4D Arms



• Smart includes optional stainless steel 

base caps with a brushed finish.

• The stainless steel is incredibly tough. 

• The chair will look as good in 20 years as 

it does today.

• At Humanscale, we care about making 

designs that stand the test of time.

Longevity and Ageless Design


